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Abstract: Pipelines have been a major source to transfer oil and gas from one destination to another as they are economical
when compared to other transportation means. Usually metal pipes are used which can undergo corrosion, develop cavities and
holes leading to leakage of fluid and develop irregularities on the inner surface. And therefore require proper periodic
maintenance. The inspection of pipes is difficult as they carry toxic chemicals, fluids and most of the time have small internal
diameter or bends and also usually underground which become inaccessible to humans. This brings the need to develop an
inspection device.
Keywords: Automation, Arduino UNO, Fault Detection, GPS, Bluetooth, Camera, Wireless Communication, Pipeline,
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I.
OBJECTIVES
Reduce human interactions with dangerous pipelines.
Accessibility in smaller pipes where humans can’t reach.
To design a robot that can move horizontally and vertically inside the pipe and also navigate through bends.
It should be able to move in various diameters of pipe.
Detects the defects and transmit the location accurately.
Make the device modular and economical.

II.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
1) Inspecting a pipeline often requires actively navigating into the pipes to detect the damage.
2) There are small, battery-operated CCTV pipe inspection robots t hat can essentially take on the mind and function of a human
employee.
3) We've already covered the fact that pipe inspection robots make the job safer for employees by diving headfirst into conditions
that could otherwise be perilous for human employees.
4) A robot can stay inside of the pipeline for a much longer duration of time without facing additional risk. Meanwhile, a human
inspector can stay safely above ground, monitoring and controlling its actions accordingly.
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III.
DESIGN
The mechanism we chose for our robot is the three wheeled, wall pressed robot with individual springs for each arm.
The three wheeled wall pressed type has 3 moving arms connected at one end to the body (rotational movement) and the other
end connected to the wheels (pressed to the wall of the pipes).
These arms are also connected to one end of the springs (somewhere on the arm) and the other end of the spring is connected to
the body.
So there are 3 arms which are connected to the body of the robot with 120 degrees to each other which hold the robot in place
inside the pipe.
Advantages over other mechanisms:
This mechanism was the best suited for our application because of the individual spring which is the only type which would
help in turning through bends in pipe.
It also has lesser moving parts than the other types.
It can be used for a wide range of pipe diameters.
Better stability, control, grip inside the pipe.
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IV.
PARTS
Shell: Aluminum shell housing all the electronics and acts as the core.
Motor + gearbox: Low speed, High torque with 90 deg Bevel gear box.
Spring: Keeps the wheels attached to the walls of the pipe.
Arm: Aluminum arm connecting the motor and the shell.
Camera : With night vision , helps detect the surface defects
V.

CALCULATION

A. For Vertical Movement of Robot
Mass of robot=10 kg
g=9.8 m/s2
Weight of the robot = 98N
This eight is distributed equally among the 3 wheels
:. Force on each wheel Fr = 32.66=33N
Wkt the COF btw rubber and pvc =mu= 0.204

Fig 1

Fig 2

The average coefficient of friction between PVC and rubber is 0.204
Distance of shell from the arm + wheel = 300mm = CA

dA= sin(25)*300= 126.78mm
Taking moment about point A
Torque TA = 161.76*121.78 = 20507.93 N/mm
Distance CB = 150mm
dB= sin(25)*150=63.39mm
Wkt Torque at point A = Torque at point B
=> 20507.93N/mm = FB *dB
=> FB = 323.519 N
Fspring = FB sin(45)
F spring = 228.75N
Spring rate K=Fspring/ dist travelled
K=228.75N / 34.1mm = 6.6925 N/mm.
B.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Fabrication
The center shell is a hollow cylinder of OD 4 inches and thickness 3mm Aluminum pipe
The arms are laser cut 5mm thick Al sheet into rectangles 30mm wide 310mm long
3 arms are placed perpendicular to the shell and at 1200 w.r.t to each other
The arms are connected to the center shell by means of pivot arm bearings
The motor gear box shaft is coupled with the wheel and mounted on the arm free end
A compression spring of 38 N/m stiffness connects the center shell to the center of the arm.
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This spring is bolted on both the ends.
This whole setup is joint to a mirror setup by means of a UV joint.
All the electrical components including the camera and controller are housed inside the center shell.
A 1800 view night vision camera is mounted in front of the center shell.

C. Electric Circuit

Fig 3
The brain of the system is the Arduino Uno which stores all the codes and works along with other modules. The three motors on
each arm work simultaneously and are driven by a motor controller with which the speed and the direction of the motor can be
controlled.
The LED lights for visibility are connected to the digital pins of the board.
VGA CMOS Camera Image Sensor Module is used to detect the defects on the walls of the pipes and the data is transmitted to the
on site engineer for further processing .The entire system is powered by a 12V 10000 mAh lithium Ion Battery and has a duration
of approximately one hour per full charge.
VI.
METHODOLOGY
To execute the project, the entire timeline was divided into five phases- starting with the
1) Research Phase: It involves research on the mechanism that can be incorporated for the robot to adjust to the various diameters
of the pipes. Along with it, the mechanical parts and the sensors required for the project.
2) Design Phase: Starts with the design of all the required parts and checking their assembly and mounting in the entire model.
With the entire model, the animation of the movement of the robot inside the pipe with its adaptation to the varying diameter
will be performed.
3) Fabrication: The selection of the material happens side by side along with the design. Later the materials are acquired and the
fabrication of the model will be done.
4) Testing: Once the robot is designed, it will be tested inside different pipe materials to check its accuracy and reliability.
5) Improvisation: With the data from testing, the necessary improvements will be done on the design and the testing will be
carried out again.
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VII.

Fig 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:

Fig 5

Fig 6

A. Mechanical Design
The team was able to design the different components of the robot and assemble it on Autodesk fusion 360.
1) The robot consists of a shell made of aluminum tube cut to length and the flanges for the arm and the spring are later TIG
welded to the shell.
2) The arms are laser cut from a 5mm Aluminum sheet. One end of the arm is attached to the shell and the other carries the motor
and the wheels.
3) The wheels are 100 mm in OD and are driven by a 1000 rpm 34.3N-cm motor which gives a high torque of the robot to move in
different surface conditions.
4) A 90 degree bevel gear is used to change the axis of rotation by 90 degrees for the wheels. The current gear ratio is 1:1 but
might change when implemented based on the torque and speed requirements.
5) Finally a compression spring attached to the arm and the shell that allows the robot to self adjust to the varying diameters of the
pipes.
B. Electrical Design
The team will be able to design and implement all the electronics on the robot with the help of an arduino UNO. The Arduino UNO
being an open source helps to code and debug easily.
The major task will be to implement the camera module and the transmission of the data to the onsite engineers. For the
transmission, there are 2 options- a) Bluetooth - which has good connectivity over short distance and is much cheaper b) ESP8266
wifi module - which has a wider range and can also be connected the internet for remote inspection.
C. Integration of Mechanical and Electrical Components
The integration will require basic wiring and following the standard operational procedures to implement the system. The major task
will be to protect the electronics for the saline water to prevent short circuiting and at the same time make it easy to repair and
replace.
VIII. FUTURE SCOPE
1) Currently the robot is in the design and sourcing phase and post pandemic we will be working on the manufacturing of our INPIPE-INSPECTION ROBOT.
2) Later the testing and fine tuning of our robot in various conditions will be carried out.
3) Currently ,the robot uses a camera to transmit live footage to the inspector who detects the defects in the pipes. This process can
be automated by programming the camera for image recognition and help the system learn on its own through AI.
4) With advancement in technology, the sensing methods can be upgraded, made smaller and compact, improving the range of
defects and pipes that can be inspected.
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IX. CONCLUSION
A. After our research on the various mechanisms, the team finalised on the wall pressed, three arm individual spring mechanism
.The springs give independent movement to the arms which help in navigating bends and adapt to the varying diameter.
B. In total, the robot has two identical structures with three arms, springs, gearbox and motors each and is attached with a
Universal joint.
C. The robot detects the surface defects with a wide angle camera (with night vision) and transmits the live footage to the inspector
outside. The camera pivots about a point powered servo motors to cover the range of the hemisphere and is controlled by the
inspector with a joystick.
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